MODEL 2612

MODELS ON POLJOT 2612

MOVEMENT MANUAL WINDING

WINDING of the MAINSPRING: use lower (4 o’clock) crown, clockwise

TIME SETTING
1. Pull out the crown in Pos. “b”, turning it counterclockwise (hour and minute hands will turn clockwise) set hands to the desired time.
2. Return the crown in Pos. “a”.

ALARM WINDING: use upper (2 o’clock) crown, clockwise

ALARM TIME SETTING
1. Pull out alarm crown in Pos. “2”, turning it counterclockwise (alarm hand turns counterclockwise) set the desired alarm time.

Note: If you turn alarm crown clockwise, alarm hand will be motionless.
2. Return the crown in Pos. “1”.

BEEP NOISE INTERRUPTING
• beep noise rings ~ 10 seconds;
• pull out the alarm crown in Pos. “2” to interrupt beep noise.

Note: On some models with this type of movement the additional 3 o’clock crown is added for turning the rotating bezel with the 2nd time zone indication.